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Abstract

Vision-Language Models (VLMs) have demonstrated im-

pressive performance on zero-shot classification, i.e. classi-

fication when provided merely with a list of class names.

In this paper, we tackle the case of zero-shot classifica-

tion in the presence of unlabeled data. We leverage the

graph structure of the unlabeled data and introduce ZLaP,

a method based on label propagation (LP) that utilizes

geodesic distances for classification. We tailor LP to graphs

containing both text and image features and further pro-

pose an efficient method for performing inductive infer-

ence based on a dual solution and a sparsification step.

We perform extensive experiments to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of our method on 14 common datasets and show

that ZLaP outperforms the latest related works. Code:

https://github.com/vladan-stojnic/ZLaP

1. Introduction

Vision-Language Models (VLMs) have demonstrated im-

pressive performance on a variety of computer vision tasks.

They are usually trained on large datasets of image-text

pairs and contain visual and textual encoders that map to

a common feature space. Visual encoders from such mod-

els have been shown to produce strong visual representa-

tions for perception tasks [31]. Given labeled data from a

downstream dataset, one can fine-tune the model or learn

classifiers and achieve really high classification accuracy.

Besides using the visual encoder in isolation, the joint

text and visual encoder feature space of VLMs enables us

to define text-based “classifiers”, e.g. using the class names

as textual prompts. This means that we only need a list of

class names to perform zero-shot classification for a target

dataset, i.e. without access to any labeled images. Although

utilizing priors or devising better textual prompts can im-

prove zero-shot performance [8, 24, 29, 46], here, we are

interested in the case where we further have access to unla-

beled data. Our goal is to find the best way of utilizing such

data for zero-shot classification.
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Figure 1. Zero-shot classification performance over 14 datasets

using the proposed ZLaP classifier over CLIP [31], as well as over

the (concurrent) InMaP [30] approach. Our method offers per-

formance gains for both transductive (left) and inductive (right)

inference. Average accuracy over 14 common datasets is reported.

In this paper, we leverage the inherent structure of the

unlabeled data represented by a proximity graph and apply

label propagation (LP) between the text-based classifiers

and unlabeled images to derive geodesic distances we then

use for classification. We tailor LP to VLMs and graphs

containing both text and image features, and show that with-

out proper handling of the bimodality, vanilla application of

LP fails dramatically. We introduce ZLaP, a novel classifi-

cation method based on label propagation that can perform

both transductive and inductive inference. We perform the

former with the standard (primal) solution of LP for clas-

sification and devise a more efficient dual solution for the

latter. Our method is not only highly effective but also ef-

ficient, making LP a more attractive inductive classifier in

terms of complexity.

We implement our methods using publicly available

VLMs as feature encoders, primarily the ResNet and ViT

CLIP [31] models, and perform extensive experiments to

evaluate the effectiveness of our method on 14 common

This CVPR paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;

the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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datasets. We show that we are able to achieve top perfor-

mance on two zero-shot inference setups, i.e. inductive and

transductive inference. Figure 1 summarizes our gains over

14 datasets on both setups when applying our LP-powered

classifiers on top of CLIP, as well as after incorporating

the class proxies from the recent InMaP [30] zero-shot ap-

proach.

It is worth highlighting that ZLaP is a non-parametric

method, i.e. it does not involve a learning step. In fact, our

approach does not even require access to the VLM model

weights and can therefore be used to improve the zero-shot

performance of a black-box model even, e.g. provided only

via an API. In summary, our contributions are as follows.

• We tailor label propagation to VLMs and zero-shot clas-

sification over bi-modal graphs, proposing per modality

neighbor search and balancing of contributions.

• We propose an efficient way for performing inductive in-

ference with label propagation via a dual solution and

through sparsification. This not only improves the test-

time efficiency of our method but also performance.

• We complement our method with the class proxies pre-

sented in concurrent work [30] and achieve state of the

art results for zero-shot on 14 common datasets.

2. Related work

In this section, we discuss related works that improve the

already impressive zero-shot classification performance of

vision-language models [4, 16, 31] even further. This is

achieved by devising better distance metrics, utilizing ex-

ternal knowledge to learn more expressive textual prompts,

or by leveraging synthetic and unlabeled data.

Improved distance metrics. Zero-shot classification can

be improved by devising a better distance metric between

image and text representations [8, 46]. CALIP [8] uses a

parameter-free attention mechanism and a local patch repre-

sentation, i.e. instead of global representations, to improve

the estimation of class-to-image similarity. CLIP-DN [46]

improves the test-time similarity estimation by alignment

with the similarity used during contrastive pre-training of

VLMs. To achieve this, the method assumes access to unla-

beled data from the target distribution. TPT [35] optimizes

textual prompts via a consistency objective across test im-

age augmentations. Our method can be considered a part of

this line of work, as label propagation is a similarity mea-

sure in a geodesic space instead of the Euclidean space.

Improved textual prompts using language models.

CLIP [31] uses hand-crafted prompts that are specialized

for each domain. Instead of using hand-crafted prompts,

generating them with large language models (LLMs) is

shown to be promising [24, 29]. VisDesc [24] and

CuPL [29] query LLMs to generate diverse descriptions of

all classes, while WaffleCLIP [32] operates on top of Vis-

Desc to systematically analyze which parts of the gener-

ated prompts are the most important. Instead of generating

class descriptions, CHiLS [26] targets diversifying the set of

classes, by generating sub-classes per class, either through

an existing class hierarchy or by querying an LLM. It then

performs zero-shot classification using sub-classes and link-

ing them to the parent class. We show that methods improv-

ing the textual prompts are complementary to our approach.

Synthetic data. Recent methods [9, 38, 43] demonstrate

that the use of synthetic data is beneficial for zero-shot

classification. CLIP+SYN [9] uses a stable-diffusion-based

model to generate synthetic images using class names and

uses them to train a linear classifier, initialized by the

VLM class representations. SuS-X [38] considers a sim-

ilar approach, but relies on a non-parametric classifier.

CaFO [43] follows the same path, but additionally includes

text prompts generated by LLMs.

External datasets. Besides the use of synthetic data,

SuS-X proposes a variant that operates on an extensive un-

labeled image dataset (LAION-5B [34]). This dataset en-

compasses a distribution that is a super set of the target

one. The method generates pseudo-labels using the zero-

shot approach which are then incorporated within the non-

parametric classifier. NeuralPriming [40] additionally as-

sumes that images have captions, which are used to improve

the pseudo-labeling.

Unlabeled images from the target distribution. An-

other line of research [11, 12, 27, 30] propose operating

on unlabeled datasets from the target distribution. The

main ingredient of all these methods is the prediction of

pseudo-labels for unlabeled examples, that are later used

for further processing. UPL [12] optimizes learnable text

prompts based on the pseudo-labels. SVL-Adapter [27]

first trains a self-supervised model on unlabeled data, and

then an adapter module to align its outputs to the pseudo-

labels. ReCLIP [11] performs transductive label propaga-

tion to obtain the pseudo-labels and uses them to fine-tune

the VLM visual and textual encoders. In contrast to that,

we do not fine-tune the model, which we may not have

access to, and efficiently use label propagation for induc-

tive inference too. InMaP [30] is a concurrent work that

uses pseudo-labels to update the class representations such

that they are now closer to image representations. We show

in the experiments that this approach is complementary to

ours. In contrast to all those methods, we do not explicitly

require pseudo-label prediction, but rather capture interac-

tions between all unlabeled examples through a proximity

graph and label propagation.
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3. Method

We first define the task of zero-shot classification with ac-

cess to unlabeled examples, present label propagation with

our contributions and then present the proposed approach

for zero-shot classification using unlabeled examples.

3.1. Problem formulation

Vision-language models consist of an image encoder f :
I → R

d and a text encoder g : T → R
d, where I and

T represent the space of images and text, respectively. We

consider the outputs of these encoders to be ℓ2-normalized.

Let C denote a set of known classes with associated class

names {l1, ..., lC} and P = {p1, ..., pP } a set of prompt

templates. Each prompt is combined with a class name to

produce a textual description of the class, i.e. pi(lc) for the

i-th template used for class c. Class representations wc =
1/P

∑P

i=1 g(pi(lc)) are obtained using the VLM. Then, for

a test image u, we extract representation u = f(u), and

perform zero-shot classification by argmaxc u
Twc.

We further assume access to a set U of M unlabeled im-

ages. Let {u1, . . . ,uM} denote the representations of the

unlabeled images.

In this work, we assume no direct access to the VML

model weights, i.e. VLM training is neither possible nor

desired. This allows to consider the underlying VLM as

a black box, possibly only available through an API that

generates features. We consider two inference setups:

Inductive inference: We consider an inductive setup,

where we need to construct a classifier that can operate on

new examples. This classifier should take advantage of the

unlabeled examples in U .

Transductive inference: We consider U to be the test set,

i.e. all test examples are jointly provided in advance. Pre-

diction for test example ui may therefore depend on the

representations and predictions of all other test examples.

In this transductive setup the models are not required to pro-

vide predictions for any example that is not in U .

3.2. Label propagation (LP)

Let {x1, ...,xN}, with xi ∈ R
d, be a set of features for N

examples. Each feature represents a graph node. We con-

struct an adjacency matrix S ∈ R
N×N with zero diagonal,

and sij equal to x⊤

i xj if xj is in the k-nearest neighbors

of xi (denoted by xj ∈ kNN(xi)), and 0 otherwise. We

obtain a symmetric adjacency matrix by S̄ = S + S⊤, and

its symmetrically normalized version by Ŝ = D−
1

2 S̄D−
1

2 ,

where D = diag(S̄1N ) is the degree matrix, and 1N is the

all-ones N -dimensional vector. We assume the first C ex-

amples, and the corresponding nodes, to be labeled among

C classes; each class is assigned to a single node1.

1The theoretical part described in this section holds for the case of

more labeled examples per class too. We consider this specific case for

Transductive inference. Label propagation [44] is origi-

nally proposed for the transductive inference setup; we need

to predict labels for the unlabeled nodes of the graph. Given

the normalized adjacency matrix Ŝ, label propagation is an

iterative process given by

ŷ(t+1)
c = αŜŷ(t)

c + (1− α)yc ∀c ∈ {1, ..., C} (1)

until convergence. Where α ∈ (0, 1) is a propagation

hyper-parameter, yc = ec ∈ {0, 1}
N

is a one-hot vec-

tor with the non-zero element at index c, and t is the cur-

rent iteration. Prediction of the label for an unlabeled node

j ∈ {C + 1, ..., N} is then given by

ŷj = argmaxc ŷc(j), (2)

where ŷc(j) = eTj ŷc is the j-th element of the vector ŷc.

One can show [44] that this iterative solution is equivalent

to solving C linear systems

Lŷc = yc ∀c ∈ {1, ..., C} , (3)

where L = I − αŜ is the graph Laplacian. These linear

systems have a closed-form solution

ŷc = L−1yc = Linvyc. (4)

However, this closed-form solution is not practical for large

datasets as the inverse graph Laplacian Linv is a non-sparse

R
N×N matrix. For this reason it is usual [3, 7, 13, 15] to

solve (3) using the conjugate-gradient (CG) method, which

is known to be faster than running the iterative solution [13].

Using CG is possible because L is positive-definite.

Observe that (4) simply picks one of the columns of Linv.

Matrix element Linv(j, c) is the confidence of example j be-

longing to class c. Its values are similarities, after label

propagation, between each node pair. It is a type of geodesic

similarity that captures the geometry of the feature space as

this is indicated by the graph structure. Focusing on a clas-

sification task, we are only interested in similarities between

an unlabeled example and a class node.

Dual solution. Herein, we show that solving C linear sys-

tems of the form in (4) to obtain predictions for all unlabeled

nodes using (2) is equivalent to solving N − C linear sys-

tems of form

ẑj = L−1ej ∀j ∈ {C + 1, ..., N} , (5)

and obtaining the unlabeled node prediction using

ŷj = argmaxc ẑj(c). (6)

simplicity of the presentation and because it corresponds to the task of

zero-shot classification with unlabeled examples.
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This comes from the fact that

ẑj(c) = eTc L
−1ej = eTj L

−1ec = ŷc(j). (7)

Although we present the dual solution using the closed-

form (4), the same holds with the CG solution of (3). Using

the dual solution (5) is not practical for transductive learn-

ing as usually the unlabeled nodes are many more than the

labeled ones. However, we show that this dual solution is

efficiently used for inductive inference.

As discussed, we can view Linv as a pairwise similarity

matrix. The confidence of example j belonging to class c,
due to symmetry of Linv, is equivalently obtained either by

Linv(j, c) or Linv(c, j). This constitutes, an additional inter-

pretation of the duality in the solution.

Inductive inference. Test examples now come individu-

ally and are not known during graph construction. A pos-

sible way to perform inductive inference is by adding the

new node to the graph, which is expensive for a test-time

operation as Ŝ would have to be updated for each new test

example. Instead, inspired by [13] that uses LP for retrieval,

we construct indicator vector yx ∈ R
N for test example x

such that

yx(j) =

{

xTxj , if xj ∈ kNN (x)

0, otherwise.
(8)

Then, we solve linear system

ẑx = L−1yx, (9)

as in the dual formulation (5) and get a prediction with

ŷx = argmaxc ẑx(c). With the usual formulation of label

propagation in (4), C linear systems need to be solved to get

prediction for a single test example. The dual formulation

allows us to do it by solving only a single linear system.

Fast inductive inference with sparsification. We further

introduce an additional off-line step, where we solve (4), get

ŷc for all c ∈ {1, ..., C}, and store them in a matrix Ŷ =
[ŷ1; ...; ŷc] ∈ R

N×C . Then, the solution for a test example

is equivalent to a weighted sum of rows of Ŷ [1], which is a

byproduct of using the indicator vector (8) for representing

a test example. Its prediction is given by ẑx = yT
x
Ŷ , and

is equivalent to that obtained via (9). However, storing the

whole Ŷ can be expensive for very large values of N and

C. We propose to sparsify Ŷ by keeping only the largest

values in each row, column, or over the whole matrix.

Note that [14] proposes a low-rank decomposition of the

inverse graph Laplacian for the task of retrieval. Our so-

lution is tailored to zero-shot classification, and we choose

to obtain and sparsify the first C rows of Linv instead of

approximating the whole matrix. Additionally, our solution

requires one (sparse) vector to matrix multiplications at test-

time instead of two.

3.3. LP for zeroshot VLM classification

We are given a set of classes C with extracted VLM

representations {w1, ...,wC} and a set of unlabeled images

U with extracted VLM representations {u1, ...,uM}. We

use them as nodes {w1, ...,wC ,u1, ...,uM} of the graph

for label propagation. Nodes of class representations (text

nodes) are labeled and image nodes unlabeled.

To construct the adjacency matrix S, we need to perform

the k-nearest neighbor search between nodes. However, it is

known that there exists a large modality gap between image

and text representations coming from VLMs [21, 38, 47].

The respective similarity distributions for CLIP are shown

in Figure 3a. This modality gap makes standard kNN search

between nodes not useful for label propagation; image

nodes mostly get connected to image nodes, and text nodes

mostly get connected to text nodes. As a consequence, few

edges exist between labeled and unlabeled nodes.

To alleviate this problem, we perform the kNN search

separately for connecting image nodes to image nodes and

for connecting image nodes and text nodes. We do not per-

form the search using text nodes as queries, i.e. text nodes

get linked only if they appear in the kNN list of an image.

This way we also avoid linking text nodes with each other,

which is beneficial as each of them is labeled to a different

class. Formally, the values of the adjacency matrix are

sij =











uT
i uj , if uj ∈ kNNu(ui)

uT
i wj , if wj ∈ kNNw(ui)

0, otherwise,

(10)

where kNNu and kNNw denote that the search is per-
formed within the image or class features only, respectively.

Moreover, during inductive inference for image u, we

perform the kNN search in a similar way to construct indi-

cator vector yu whose elements are given by

yu(i) =











uTuj , if uj ∈ kNNu(u)

uTwj , if wj ∈ kNNw(u)

0, otherwise.

(11)

Due to the two types of edges, i.e. image-to-image and

image-to-text, we use power function h(v) = vγ to trans-

form the image-to-text (cross-modal) similarities. This way

we effectively balance their contribution in the graph and

the indicator vector. To that end, we use h(uT
i wj) and

h(uTwj) in (10) and (11), respectively, instead of uT
i wj

and uTwj .

We refer to the proposed method described above as

Zero-shot classification with Label Propagation (ZLaP).

We further denote the variant of our method after sparsi-

fying the Ŷ matrix for inductive inference as ZLaP∗.
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Figure 2. t-SNE visualization for the original CLIP features (left) and our geodesic similarity (right). The former is estimated with the

features as input, while the latter with the Linv used as a pairwise similarity matrix. ⋆: class representation, •: image representation. Figure

generated for five random classes from the CUB dataset.
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image-to-text

(a) Using text prompts
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image-to-proxy

(b) Using proxies from InMaP [30]

Figure 3. Similarity distributions among features of the same

or different modality, using 7 textual templates [38] (left) or the

InMaP proxies (right) as class representations.

t-SNE visualization of the bi-modal space. In Figure 2

we visualize the bi-modal feature space for CLIP features

using t-SNE [39] in two cases, i.e. the Euclidean case and

using geodesic similarities obtained by Linv, i.e. after la-

bel propagation. When using Euclidean affinities (left), we

see that due to the large differences in the similarity dis-

tributions (text-text, image-to-image, and text-to-image, as

shown in Figure 3a) all class representations (stars) are

clustered together far from the image nodes. However, us-

ing the geodesic affinities from Linv (right) we see that class

representations are more spread.

4. Experiments

In this section, we first present the datasets we use, our ex-

perimental setup and competing methods. We then present

component analysis for ZLaP and results for transductive

and inductive zero-shot classification on 14 datasets.

4.1. Datasets

We evaluate the proposed method on 14 diverse im-

age classification datasets: ImageNet ILSVRC2012 [33],

Describable Textures Dataset (DTD) [5], EuroSAT [10],

FGVC-Aircraft [23], Oxford Flowers 102 [25], Food-

101 [2], Oxford-IIIT Pet [28], SUN397 [42], Stanford

Cars [17], Caltech101 [6], UCF101 [36], CIFAR10 [18],

CIFAR100 [18], CUB-200-2011 [41]. For the first 11

datasets we borrow the train and test splits from CoOp[45].

We use the official training and test splits for CIFAR10, CI-

FAR100 and CUB-200-2011.

4.2. Experimental setup

In the transductive (inductive) inference setup, unlabeled

nodes in the graph are the test (train) images. We always

measure classification accuracy over the test images.

VLMs and textual prompts. We report results using the

publicly available ResNet50 and ViT-B/16 CLIP [31] mod-

els. We adopt the 7 templates from SuS-X [38] as class

prompts for all results apart from Table 3 where we utilize

the LLM generated prompts from [29].

Compared methods. Our baseline is zero-shot recogni-

tion with CLIP [31] using text encoder features as class rep-

resentations. TPT [35] is based on test-time prompt tuning

such that different image augmentations produce consistent

predictions. The aforementioned methods do not exploit

unlabeled data; their performance is therefore unchanged

in both inference setups. CLIP-DN [46] normalizes fea-

ture distributions during test-time and assumes access to the

mean feature vector of the target distribution. In the trans-

ductive (inductive) setup the mean vector is estimated on

the test (training) set. InMaP [30] is a concurrent work that

extracts updated class representations using pseudo-labels

on the unlabeled set. In the transductive (inductive) setup

the learning is performed on the test (training) images.
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Implementation details. We reproduce results for CLIP2,

CLIP-DN3, and InMaP4 using their public implementa-

tions. For TPT [35] we report the numbers provided in [30].

We run InMaP using a single set of hyper-parameters for all

14 datasets, i.e. the default values reported in the official

implementation4. We also fix the values of k, γ, and α for

ZLaP across all datasets to 5, 5.0, and 0.3, respectively, for

CLIP, and 10, 3.0, and 0.3, respectively, for InMaP.

ZLaP variants. We refer to ZLaP using text class repre-

sentations as CLIP + ZLaP. Since InMaP is complemen-

tary to our work, we further evaluate the performance of

ZLaP when {w1, . . . ,wC} are the InMaP proxies. We re-

fer to this as InMaP + ZLaP in the results. We refer to

ZLaP with a sparse Ŷ for inductive inference as ZLaP∗.

4.3. Components of ZLaP

Bi-modal graph adjustments. In Table 1 we show the

importance of two design choices to adapt LP to bi-modal

graphs, i.e. separating the nearest neighbor search across

modalities using (10) and (11), and transforming cross-

modal similarities using a power function h(·). We see that

separate search is crucial; without it LP is not effective at

all. The power function gives an extra boost in both setups,

especially in the case of transductive inference. In Table 2

we report the percentage of images that are connected to

their groundtruth class nodes within a path of length n, with

and without our adjustments. We see that for any such paths

to exist for the case without adjustments, k needs to be ex-

tremely high. With adjustments, k = 5 is enough for 71.4%

of the nodes to be connected to the correct class nodes.

Sparsifying matrix Ŷ for inductive inference. We ex-

plore three ways of approximating Ŷ by sparsification, i.e.

wither keeping only the largest ξ columns per row, the

largest ξ rows per column, or the largest ξ elements of the

whole matrix. In all cases, the rest of the elements are

set to zero. In Figure 4 we show the influence that these

three variants have on performance. Not only these vari-

ants speed-up inference, but we can also see improvements

in performance when sparsification percentage is high, i.e.

low percentage of non-zero elements. We attribute this to

the fact that less confident predictions in Ŷ , many of them

erroneous, are now set to zero. Although the best variant to

choose seems to vary per dataset, we found that keeping the

top element per row performs well across different datasets.

We therefore use the ξ = 1 top element per row for our ex-

periments. This amounts to different percentages of sparsity

per dataset; we are keeping approximately 2.3% on average

2https://github.com/OpenAI/CLIP
3https://github.com/fengyuli-dev/distribution-

normalization
4https://github.com/idstcv/InMaP

Eq.(10) h(·) ImageNet DTD CUB

✗ ✗ 0.1 2.1 0.5

✗ ✓ 0.1 2.1 0.5

✓ ✗ 50.2 32.3 41.6

✓ ✓ 61.8 41.9 52.1

(a) Transductive inference

Eq.(10)-(11) h(·) ImageNet DTD CUB

✗ ✗ 0.1 2.1 0.5

✗ ✓ 0.1 2.1 0.5

✓ ✗ 60.8 42.4 49.6

✓ ✓ 62.2 42.8 49.7

(b) Inductive inference

Table 1. Adjusting LP to bi-modal graphs. Impact of using

separate kNN search for constructing the graph (Eq.(10)) or the

indicator vector (Eq.(11)), as well as power function h(·) for bal-

ancing the contributions of two types of edges in the graph.

Joint kNN search Separate kNN search

k n=1 n=2 n=3 n=1 n=2 n=3

5 0.0 0.0 0.0 71.4 85.1 100.0

10 0.0 0.0 0.0 82.9 95.4 100.0

100 40.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Table 2. Impact of the separate kNN search on the shortest paths

between image nodes and the text node of their class. We report

the percentage of images whose shortest path to the text node of

their ground-truth class has length equal to or less than n. Left: the

vanilla approach. Right: our separate kNN search using Eq. (10).

Analysis on DTD for the transductive setup.

across all datasets. Regarding the inference speed-up, the

primal solution takes ∼ 2.6 sec per image, the dual takes

∼ 4.4 ms, while the sparsified approach takes ∼ 0.6 ms,

measured on ImageNet dataset.

Using the class proxies from InMaP. We observe that

many class-to-image similarities (e.g. u⊤

i wj in (10)) be-

come negative on some datasets when using ZLaP with In-

MaP proxies (see Figure 3b). We therefore perform min-

max normalization in range [0, 1] after constructing adja-

cency matrix S or the indicator vector, for the transductive

and inductive inference setups.

4.4. Results

Transductive inference. We present results for transduc-

tive zero-shot classification in Figure 5. ZLaP improves

the zero-shot performance of CLIP significantly on all

datasets. It also outperforms the recent TPT and CLIP-DN

approaches on the vast majority of cases, with large gains
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Figure 4. Sparcifying matrix Ŷ for inductive CLIP+ZLaP: effect of maintaining only the top elements per row/column/matrix.
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Figure 5. Zero-shot classification accuracy averaged over 14 datasets for the transductive (top) and inductive (bottom) setups. Results

per dataset are reported in the supplementary material.

in average accuracy. Compared to InMaP, ZLaP offers

lower accuracy on average. However, by incorporating

InMaP’s class representations to our graph, we can improve

our results even further and outperform all other methods,

for an improvement of approximately +5% over CLIP with

both backbones.

Inductive inference. We report results for the inductive

inference setup in Figure 5. ZLaP achieves a noticeable im-

provements over the CLIP baseline in this setup as well.

Gains are more prominent for the case of ZLaP using the In-

MaP proxies, where gains over CLIP are +4.4% and +4.9%

for the two backbones. We also observe that, although

InMaP slightly outperforms ZLaP when used over CLIP,

the combination of the two achieves state-of-the-art perfor-

mance in this case as well. We further see that ZLaP∗ re-

tains the state-of-the-art performance of our method, while

sparsifying Ŷ offers significant speed-up at inference time.
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Transductive Inductive

Results with RN50

CLIP 63.0 63.0

+ ZLaP 64.6 64.2

InMaP 64.8 64.6

+ ZLaP 65.8 65.0

Results with ViT-B-16

CLIP 71.9 71.9

+ ZLaP 72.6 73.3

InMaP 73.9 74.0

+ ZLaP 74.8 74.2

Table 3. Zero-shot classification using prompts generated by

LLMs [29]. We report average accuracy on 12 datasets using

prompts from CuPL [29] together with our 7 standard prompts.

Results per dataset are reported in the supplementary material.

Leveraging LLM generated prompts. In Table 3 we

report average zero-shot classification accuracy for ZLaP

using the prompts recently proposed in CuPL [29]. These

are prompts generated by LMMs that are available on

the CuPL Github page5 for 12 of the datasets we use

(all datasets besides CUB and Eurosat). ZLaP improves

zero-shot performance in this case as well, for both the

transductive and inductive setups. This verifies that our

method is complementary to improved prompt engineering.

Multi-label classification. We apply ZLaP for multi-

label classification on the MS-COCO [22] dataset. ZLaP

improves the zero-shot performance of CLIP by +6.0%

mAP (56.8% vs. 50.8%) for inductive inference without

any modification of the approach or its hyper-parameters.

Web-crawled unlabeled images. All previous exper-

iments use unlabeled images that come from the target

distribution, i.e. they are known to depict one of the classes

of interest but their labels are discarded. To see the impact

of ZLaP in a more realistic setup using web-crawled images

we rely on LAION-400M [34] composed by image-caption

pairs. We construct the set of unlabeled images with 10,000

images per class that are chosen either randomly, or based

on proximity of their image or text features to the class

representation. Random selection fails, but the other two

options provide some improvement compared to CLIP,

with the caption-based neighbors being a bit better. The

complete set of results is presented in the supplementary

material.

5https://github.com/sarahpratt/CuPL

Transductive Inductive

BLIP [20] 54.6 54.6

+ ZLaP 59.6 57.9

ALBEF [19] 36.0 36.0

+ ZLaP 41.2 46.8

EVA-CLIP-8B [37] 83.6 83.6

+ ZLaP 84.6 84.5

EVA-CLIP-18B [37] 83.9 83.9

+ ZLaP 84.8 84.7

Table 4. Accuracy on ImageNet using different VLMs.

Different VLMs We use CLIP as the VLM of choice

throughout our experiments. In Table 4, we present re-

sults when ZLaP is applied on top of four recent VLMs,

namely BLIP [20], ALBEF [19], and two versions of EVA-

CLIP [37]. We use the implementations of BLIP and AL-

BEF that are available in the LAVIS library6, while for

EVA-CLIP we use implementation from the official Github

repository7. ZLaP improves the results of all four different

VLMs in both transductive and inductive setups.

5. Conclusions

Label propagation is an intuitive way of encoding the global

structure of unlabeled data into geodesic distances over a

locally Euclidean space. In this paper, we show that this

method can be successfully tailored to both transductive

and inductive zero-shot classification with vision-language

models, and achieve state-of-the-art performance on both

setups. To that end, we show that it is highly important to

take proper care of the peculiarities of the bi-modal nature

of the task during graph construction. We further carefully

design an efficient variant of label propagation for the in-

ductive inference case, that may enable label propagation to

be applied to other tasks beyond zero-shot classification.

Vision-language models trained on billion-scale datasets

are redefining computer vision research. The proposed

ZLaP is a training-free approach able to improve the gen-

eralization performance of black-box VLMs using only un-

labeled data, for an annotation-free, text-based and open-

world classification paradigm that will inevitably be ubiq-

uitous in the near future.
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